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The growing attention and prominence afforded to analytics presents a genuine challenge for the oper-
ational research community. Many in the community have recognised this growth and sought to align
themselves with analytics. For instance, the US operational research society INFORMS now offers analyt-
ics related conferences, certification and a magazine. However, as shown in this research, the volume of
analytics-orientated studies in journals associated with operational research is comparatively low. This
paper seeks to address this paradox by seeking to better understand what analytics is, and how opera-
tional research is related to it. To do so literature from a range of academic disciplines is analysed, in
what is conceived as concurrent histories in the shared tradition of a management paradigm spread over
the last 100 years. The findings of this analysis reveal new insights as to how operational research exists
within an ecosystem shared with several other disciplines, and how interactions and ripple effects diffuse
knowledge and ideas between each. Whilst this ecosystem is developed and evolved through interdisci-
plinary collaborations, individual disciplines are cast into competition for the attention of the same business
users. These findings are further explored by discussing the implication this has for operational research,
as well as considering what directions future research may take to maximise the potential value of these
relationships.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
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0. Introduction
Over its 75 years of existence, operational research/management
cience (OR/MS) has clearly become a well-established field of study
nd practice. Despite assertions some thirty-five years ago that “the
uture of operational research is past” (Ackoff, 1979), the tech-
iques and methodologies are still taught in universities across the
lobe and regularly used in business decision-making, in both the
ublic and private sectors. However, this is not to say that OR/MSdoes
ot face genuine challenges and difficult decisions. One such issue is
he relationship the discipline has with the growing field of analytics.
Many in the OR/MS community have cited the prominence of
nalytics as an opportunity that could “promote the [ . . . ] profes-
ion and expand its reach” (Liberatore & Luo, 2010, p. 313). A re-
ent survey of the membership of INFORMS, the US OR/MS society,
ound 79 percent supported expanding the society’s focus to include
nalytics (Liberatore & Luo, 2011) and the organisation now offers
nalytics certification, a magazine on the subject, and an annual∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 1509 223288.
E-mail addresses: m.j.mortenson@lboro.ac.uk (Michael J. Mortenson),
.f.doherty@lboro.ac.uk (Neil F. Doherty), s.l.robinson@lboro.ac.uk (S. Robinson).
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377-2217/© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article undonference. Meanwhile, the OR Society in the UK releases a quar-
erly publication, hosts an analytics network and an annual analytics
vent, andproduces additional online resources. Similarlymanyprac-
itioners have sought to engage with analytics, or at least adopt the
oniker of analytics. Many organisations have changed the name of
heir departments to include analytics; such as IBM’s Business Analyt-
cs and Mathematical Sciences (Sutor, 2013) and Proctor and Gamble’s
lobal Analytics (Ericson, 2006) teams. However, despite this interest,
nd the efforts of these organisations, the amount of academic re-
earch into analytics published in journals associatedwith the OR/MS
iscipline will be shown to be surprisingly low.
The purpose of this paper is to review the growing field of
nalytics and its relationship with OR/MS. The lack of literature,
owever, makes such a review using a standard approach prob-
ematic. Furthermore, it calls into question the actual relationship
etween OR/MS and analytics. As a result, this paper will con-
ider not just the limited literature relating to OR/MS and ana-
ytics, but the key works, developments, and research over the
ourse of the last century that has led to modern-day analytics.
pecific emphasis will be placed on how developments in related
elds and disciplines interact, how technological innovations and
ew methodologies impact upon each, and also how their shareder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
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thistories have created ripple effects through thewhole business com-
munity. It is through this historical perspective that, we argue, it is
possible to understand the current relationship between OR/MS and
analytics.
This paper will seek to answer three specific research questions:
1. What is the relationship between OR/MS and analytics?
2. How could, or should, the OR/MS community react to growing
interest in analytics?
3. If the community should seek to increase research into analytics
then what specific directions might such research take?
The second section of this paper will discuss the current research
into analytics within journals traditionally associated with OR/MS,
as well as definitions offered across both academic and practitioner
literature. The third will consider how we might frame the shared
history, conceived as “periods” in the history of a business paradigm,
and the fourth will present a historical analysis of this paradigm,
including detailed discussions of each period in this history. Finally,
the concluding sections summarise the key findings and proposes a
new research agenda for OR/MS and analytics in light of this historical
analysis.
2. Definitions of analytics and the publishing paradox
As discussed in the introduction to this paper, “business analytics”
as term, concept and practice has seen significant growth in the last
decade. Chen, Chiang, and Storey (2012) report the publication of 126
academic articles in business journals in 2011 containing the phrase
“business analytics” in the title or abstract, equal to the total pub-
lished in such journals in the ten years prior (252 articles in total be-
tween 2000 and 2011). Similarly, research from various practitioner
sources forecasts growing importance of utilising new sources of data
and substantial growth in demand for staff with analytical skills (e.g.
Manyika et al., 2011).
However, despite the connection between OR/MS and analytics
suggested above, the amount of research into analytics published in
journals associatedwith the discipline is surprisingly limited. For this
studywe searched the International Abstracts in Operations Research
database for articles that had the term “analytics” in either abstract or
title. A summary of this work is shown in the supplementary materi-
als. Of the 23 found in total, 8 were in the INFORMS’ practice-focused
journal Interfaces,whilst twomore interdisciplinary journals [Decision
Support Systems and the Journal of Revenue and Pricing Management]
published 4 and 7 respectively. Until the end of 2013 only one pa-
per had been published in this journal, which was primarily focused
on a very specific application of financial modelling (Gosh & Troutt,
2012). Compared to the 252 found by Chen et al. (2012) across all
business journals, in the OR/MS literature only 13 were found across
the same time period (the years up to and including 2011). We are
not able to determine whether these 13 articles are also reported
in the study by Chen et al. (2012); we suspect that at least some
are.
There are of course many limitations in this approach. Firstly
it is entirely possible that other articles have been published in
OR/MS journals that have analytics-related content, however do
not use this term in their abstract or title. Secondly there is the
potential that academics in the OR/MS community would pub-
lish analytics-orientated research in journals not directly associ-
ated with OR/MS (e.g. Coghlan et al. (2010)). Whilst these results
cannot be considered indubitable, they still act as a strong indi-
cator that there is a considerable disparity between the perceived
value of OR/MS research into analytics and the volume of such re-
search currently being produced. This is somewhat tempered by
the increased output observed since 2011, and the recent release ofecision Analytics in 2014, a journal that features both analytics and
R/MS content. However, considering that the first academic articles
iscussing analytics were published in the early 2000s (e.g. Kohavi,
othleder, & Simoudis (2002)), the tardiness of the OR/MS academic
ommunity’s response is surprising enough to warrant further explo-
ation of the underlying causes.
One possible reason for the discrepancy between the perceived
pportunity analytics may offer to the OR/MS community and the
mount of research in the area, as alluded to in above, may be the lack
f any clear consensus about analytics’ precise definition, and how
t differs from related concepts. Perhaps the most cited definition of
nalytics is that provided by Davenport and Harris (2007, p. 7):
“[T]he extensive use of data, statistical and quantitative analysis,
explanatory and predictive models, and fact-based management to
drive decisions and actions. The analytics may be input for human
decisions or may drive fully automated decisions. Analytics are a sub-
set of [ . . . ] business intelligence.”
The claim that analytics is a subset of business intelligence (BI)
s a view supported by others such as Bartlett (2013, p. 4) who ar-
ues “Business Intelligence = Business Analytics + Information Tech-
ology”. However, this is contradicted in other research: Vesset, Mc-
onough, Morris, and Woodward (2009) and SAP (2012) state the
pposite view, describing BI as the subset of analytics. The work of
hen et al. (2012), Chiang, Goes, and Stohr (2012) and Lim, Chen,
nd Chen (2012) sidesteps this by considering the two as a com-
osite, using the acronym “BI&A”. The inference in their work is
hat the first part of the acronym refers to the technologies that
rocess and manipulate data, and the latter its analysis. A more
ynical perspective is that the distinction is essentially superfluous,
nd that discussion of “analytics” is effectively an attempt to rein-
igorate interest in the existing field of BI (Eckerson, 2011; Elliot,
011).
This ambiguity is not confined to the differences between
nalytics and BI; there are other examples where definitions of
nalytics can be seen to be very similar to other supposedly separate
elds. For example, Laursen and Thorlund (2010, p. XII) define
nalytics as “delivering the right decision support to the right people
t the right time”. This definition is very similar to that given by
him et al. (2002) to the field of decision support systems (DSS):
technology solutions that can be used to support complex decision
aking”. Another example is INFORMS’ definitions of analytics as
the scientific process of transforming data into insight for making
etter decisions” (Liberatore & Luo, 2011, p. 582); which bears
lose relation to their definition of OR/MS as “the application of
dvanced analytical methods to make better decisions” (INFORMS,
013). A clear argument can be made that the definitions are
omewhat interchangeable, ergo that partitions between each are
ll-defined.
An alternative approach, popular in practitioner literature, is to
efine analytics not as a concept but as a practice. The most preva-
ent of such definitions is proposed in Lustig, Dietrich, Johnson, and
ziekan (2010), who argue that analytics comprises of three distinct
spects:
Descriptive analytics: statistical methods designed to explore
“what happened?”
Predictive analytics:machine learningmethods designed to predict
“what will happen next?”
Prescriptive analytics: OR/MS methods designed to answer “what
should the business do next?”
Whilst this description has been widely cited online (e.g. Basu,
013; Johnson, 2012; Walker, 2012), there is no clear division be-
ween these practices and those that would be considered part
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cf many of the related fields discussed. Descriptive (which can be
ead as the combination of information systems and basic statistics)
nd prescriptive analytics (OR/MS) are clearly well-established dis-
iplines (albeit renamed) that have long been used in business de-
ision making. Predictive analytics, whilst regarded by many to be
n evolution of the approaches of data mining and machine learning
Agosta, 2004; Shmueli & Koppius, 2011), still has sufficient com-
onality with these disciplines so as to make a complete distinction
roblematic.
Otherdiscussionsof analytics suggests alternatedisciplines aspro-
iding the source material for analytics. Chiang et al. (2012, pp. 3–4)
uggest the key areas are “data management, database systems, data
arehousing, data mining, natural language processing, [ . . . ] net-
ork analysis/social networking, optimization, and statistical anal-
sis” and that practitioners are “able to understand business needs,
nterpret the analyses performed on big data and provide leader-
hip for data-informed decision making”. Varshney and Mojsilovic
2011, p. 84), however, propose “applied mathematics, applied prob-
bility, applied statistics, computer science, and signal processing”
hereas Evans (2012) argues for BI/information systems, statistics
nd OR/MS.
However, if analytics is merely a collection of existing disci-
lines then what is essentially new about it other than the name?
f OR/MS in its existing form is already an integral part of ana-
ytics then effectively there is no need for OR/MS to alter its re-
earch agenda. However, taking such an approach may have neg-
tive consequences for OR/MS as a distinct and widespread prac-
ice. Not only would this suggest that the perceived opportunities
nalytics may offer could be missed, but also there is some evi-
ence that OR/MS may have a diminishing influence in interdis-
iplinary and popular literature concerning business decision mak-
ng.
In Decision Support Systems, arguably the area’s most influential
ook of its era, Keen and Scott Morton (1978, pp. 33–34) propose
hat four disciplines are integral: “computer science, information
conomics, management science and behavioral science”. However,
n its modern-day counterpart, Competing on Analytics (Davenport
Harris, 2007), there are only two direct mention of OR/MS, but
total of 59 mentions of the terms “statistics” and “statistical”.
n the course of the research four papers were found that directly
ist the disciplines perceived to comprise analytics (Chiang et al.,
012; Evans, 2012; Silvi, Moeller, & Schlaefke, 2010; Varshney &
ojsilovic, 2011); of which only Evans (2012) directly cites OR/MS
although Chiang et al. (2012) list “optimization” as a key compo-
ent).
This discussion highlights not only the importance of promoting
he role of OR/MS in analytics, but that it exists within what could
e described as an ecosystem of disciplines associatedwith analytical
ecision making in business. This includes a range of quantitative,
omputing and other disciplines, and can be considered to have its
oots in the events of the start of the 20th Century.
. The dianoetic management paradigm
One logical reason for the similarities between analytics, BI,
R/MS, and some of the fields discussed is that fundamentally they
ll share a similar purpose: the improvement of business operations
nd decision making through the utilisation of information, quanti-
ative analyses, and/or technologies. However, rather than merely
oincidence, an alternative interpretation would be that they are
ll components of a larger, and broader movement, which, we ar-
ue, has had significant effect on the patterns and practices of man-
gement for some considerable time. This movement, using the
oncepts introduced by Kuhn (1962), can therefore be described
s the dominant paradigm in the ‘science’ of business manage-ent.Though it has precursors, particularly Adam Smith’s The Wealth of
ations, the second industrial revolution (c1867–1914) can be seen
s the main catalyst for the inception of the paradigm, a “paradig-
atic shift” in Kuhn’s terminology. In the new industrialised cities
f the early 20th century the ideologies of scientific management,
ostly attributable to the work of Frederick Taylor, came to promi-
ence. The approach championed the use of statistical measures, ef-
ciency, rationality, and the application of scientific approaches to
he problems of process and people management. Whilst the move-
ent’s momentum eventually waned, it had significant impact at
he time, as well as leaving a clear legacy on management practice
Taksa, 1992). Accordingly it would seem appropriate to consider
his new approach to management as the start of a new manage-
ent paradigm. Not only is there the notion of “inconsummerabil-
ty” with the practices of proceeding periods, but also that there has
een the progression of “normal science” in the years since (Kuhn,
962).
This is supported by the work of Locke (1989) into what he re-
ards as the start of a new academic paradigm at a similar time.
e argues this brought a new approach of management training
hrough education, opposing the tradition of coming up the ranks
rom “apprentice” to “master-craftsmen”, a practice he argues as
eing without “applied science” (Locke, 1989, p. 4). The argument
ere is that the stimulus for this paradigmatic shift in manage-
ent training is preceded by a paradigmatic shift in attitudes to the
ractice of management; the latter of which being the focus of this
tudy.
The proposed management paradigm will be labelled dianoetic
anagement: dianoetic being defined in the Collins English Dictio-
ary as “of or relating to thought, [especially] to discursive reasoning
ather than intuition”. The term, although somewhat obscure, has the
enefit that it does not have the connotationswithpre-existing termi-
ology (e.g. scientific- or analytical management). However, themean-
ng is appropriate to the practices and purposes of the paradigm: the
evelopment of management based upon logic and evidence rather
han ‘gut-feeling’. This is not to reduce the importance of intuition,
hich still has an integral and essential role in effective decisionmak-
ng. The advances and applications of the paradigm have sought to
ake available data, tools and analyses to provide the evidence to
llow decision makers access to discursive evidence that can supple-
ent their use of intuition and experience for more effective decision
aking (see Shah, Horne, & Capellá (2012) for further discussion on
his area).
This paperwill seek to analyse thedianoeticmanagementparadigm
hrough analysing its historical development. Having defined the ob-
ect of the study and the timeframe included (from1910 to thepresent
ay), a remaining concern is the sources to use. The paradigm clearly
ncorporates awide range of traditional academic disciplines, as high-
ighted in the earlier discussions about those that inform analytics.
hese can be summarised as fitting into one or more of the following
ategories:
Technological: incorporating the various tools used such as hard-
ware, software, and networks, which together support the ef-
ficient processing of data.
Quantitative methods: the applied quantitative approaches to
analysing business data, such as statistics, machine learning,
econometrics and OR/MS.
Decision making: represents the tools, theories, and practices
used to support and understand the decision making pro-
cess. This inherently interdisciplinary area is incorporated into
many academic traditions, most obviously in psychology and
behavioural science, but also in many of the other disciplines
of the paradigm (e.g. studies into human–computer interaction
and visualisation in information systems, or problem structur-
ing methods in OR/MS).
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Fig. 1, incorporating the disciplines each contains. Each includes dis-
ciplines that are effectively located in just one category, such as elec-
trical engineering (technologies), mathematics (quantitative methods)
and psychology (decisionmaking). Contrastingly, some disciplines can
be considered part of more than one category. Machine learning, a
branchof artificial intelligence, has both technological and quantitative
components. Information Systems, the study of the use of information
technologies in organisations, has obvious connection to computing
(technologies), as well as behavioural studies linked to decision mak-
ing. Finally OR/MS, which has a clear quantitative aspect, has evolved
to include focus on the more subjective areas of decision making. This
is particularly evident in ‘soft OR’ (Rosenhead & Mingers, 2001) and
‘behavioural OR’ (Hämälläinen, Luoma, & Saarinen, 2013), but also,
in approaches such as multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), the
use of more subjective expert or decision maker judgement as a data
input (see Köksalan,Wallenius, & Zionts (2011) for further discussion
of the development of these methods). Indeed, arguably it is this fo-
cus on decision making and decision makers that differentiates the
discipline, in both its ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ variants, particularly its use in
practice.
As these disciplines are argued to be a relevant part of analytics,
and therefore the dianoetic management paradigm, they should be a
relevant part of the recording of its history. Accordingly sources from
each of these academic and practitioner traditions will be evaluated
alongside developments in data processing and management, as es-
sentially each of these disciplines can be seen to be dependent on the
consumption of data (albeit qualitative data in some cases) and each,
at least in their use in business contexts, is typically used to support
business management.
4. Analysis of the dianoetic management paradigm
The final aspect of this analysis is the division of the history into
periods. This serves two particular purposes. Firstly it is an abstrac-
tion allowing the history to be ‘shaped’ into segments, and thenmore
easily analysed. Whilst there is some arbitrariness to abstractions of
this kind, the periods do demonstrate specific characteristics. Sec-
ondly the periods chosen reflect the years in which the different
fields/disciplines were in particular prominence. The paradigm will
be divided into six periods:Fig. 1. Dianoetic management in 2014: A taxonomy of disciplines related to analytics.
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t1. Scientific Management: the years between 1910 (the publication
of Taylor’s monograph The Principles of Scientific Management) and
the end of the Second World War.
2. The Scientific Method: the period between the end of the war and
the mid-1960s, marked by the increased use of OR/MS in busi-
nesses.
3. Management Information Systems: the mid-1960s to early-1970s,
characterised by the growth of management information systems
(MIS).
4. Decision Support Systems: the early-1970s to late 1980s when DSS
were particularly prominent.
5. Business Intelligence: the early 1990s to the mid-2000s when BI
architecture and techniques were of principal concern.
6. Analytics: the mid-2000s to the present day marked by the in-
creased prominence of analytics.
Someselectedevents in theparadigm,divided into their respective
eriods, are shown in Table 1, before each of these periods is discussed
n chronological sequence.
.1. The first period: Scientific management (1910–1945)
As stated, the proposed start of the first period, and overall di-
noetic management paradigm, is circa 1910; not only marked by
he publication of Scientific Management but also the closing stages
f the Second Industrial Revolution (also referred to as the Techno-
ogical Revolution). Smil (2005, p. 8) argues these “widespread and
ruly revolutionary innovations not only changed the course of the
nnovating societies but were also translated into profound global
mpacts”. These global impacts can in part be seen in the changing
pproaches tomanagement of this paradigm.New technologies begot
ew products, services and industries, but also new methodologies
hat impacted upon not only physical labour and methods of produc-
ion, but also management approaches (e.g. Fordism). The principles,
ethods and philosophies of processmanagement developed by Tay-
or, Ford and others were to have sustained influence, much as the
echnologies themselves influenced them.
World War Two was a period of significant innovation, most fa-
ously in Bletchley Parkwhere Colossus, the first programmable digi-
al computer, and decryptionmachines (such as Alan Turing’s Bombe)
ere created (Flowers, 1983; Randell, 1972). Similarly the work of
dward Tizard, Patrick Blackett and the Aeronautical Research Com-
ittee, arguably the originators of the OR/MS discipline, played a
ignificant influence on Britain’s war effort (Kirby, 2003; Ormerod,
999), as well as many of the quantitative methods of the dianoetic
anagement paradigm.Whilst thework carried out in Bletchley Park
ecame so widely acknowledged it ultimately become almost folk-
ore, less celebrated advancements were occurring around the world.
n Germany Konrad Zuse created the Z1 (the first digital computer)
redating Colossus by two years (Giloi, 1998), whilst mathematics be-
ame increasingly important in military operations of the US (Rees,
980) and Canada (Laporte, 2008).
In summary, this period is when the innovations of the Techno-
ogical Revolution began to impact onmanagerial theory and process.
imilarly the period demonstrates the domino-effect of interactions
etween different disciplines and society: new technological inno-
ations led to changes in working lives and practices, which in turn
nspired new approaches to management and the new paradigm.
.2. The second period: The scientific method (1945–mid-1960s)
Following the conclusion of the war, the pioneers of the nascent
omputer technologies and the OR/MS discipline sought new ap-
lications for their tools and methodologies. Moreover a recogni-
ion of the potential cost savings each offered was not lost on
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Table 1
Selected events in the dianoetic management paradigm.
Technology Quantitative methods Decision making
First Period: Scientific
Management
c1913: The Ford Model I began
production using its influential
assembly lines
1914: The end of the Technological
Revolution
1941: The first digital computer, the
Z1, released
1935: Publication of Fisher’s The
Design of Experiments
1938: First discussions of “OR”
(Kirby, 2003, p. 71)
1939: Development of cluster
analysis
1912: The principles of Gestalt
visual perception devised
(Wagemans et al., 2012)
1921: Launch of the Cambridge
Psychological Laboratory designed
to distribute study results amongst
industry
Second Period: The
Scientific Method
1940s 1945: Design of the von Neumann
Architecture, structures still used
today
1952: The UNIVAC computer
predicts the US presidential election
1957: FORTRAN programming
language devised
1947: Linear programming
developed
c1947: OR/MS methods used to help
rebuild UK industry (Kirby, 2003,
pp. 190–205)
1946: Formation of the Ergonomics
Society
1947: Publication of Simon’s
Administrative Behavior
(Simon, 1947)
c1959: The development of an air
defence system with the first
graphical user interface (Gürer,
2002)
Third Period:Management
Information Systems
1960s c1963: The development of
microchips
1964: Release of the IBM System/360
c1970: E. F. Codd conceptualises the
first relational databases (Date,
2000)
c1963: Geography’s Quantitative
Revolution, demonstrating the
growth of quantitative methods
across various academic disciplines
(Burton, 1963)
1964: Lancaster University launches
the first UK master’s degree in
OR/MS
1962: TheMyers Briggs Type Indicator
published, used to better understand
decision maker types & needs
c1962: Behavioural science grows in
influence, particularly in consumer
research (Kardes et al., 2010)
Fourth Period: Decision
Support Systems
1970s c1972: Personal computers are
popularised in business (Ceruzzi,
1999, pp. 207–241)
c1972: TCP/IP internet protocols
introduced
1973: IBM 3660 Supermarket
System released introducing
barcode scanners
c1975: ‘S’ statistical language &
Matlab are launched. SPSS & SAS
grow in popularity (Wegman et al.,
1997)
1979: Development of the ID3
decision tree algorithm (the
predecessor of C4.5)
1979: Research into decision making
needs of CEOs leads to the design of
Executive Information Systems
(Rockart, 1979)
c1981: Development of the ’soft
systems’ approach to decision
making
Fifth Period: Business
Intelligence
1980s 1988: The conceptualisation of data
warehouse architecture (Devlin &
Murphy, 1988)
1989: Launch of the
world-wide-web
1993: IBM Simon released, the first
smartphone (Lewis, 1996)
c1988: The first significant research
into agent based modelling
(Samuelson, 2000)
1989: The term ’data mining’
introduced (He, 2009)
c1996: General Electric introduces
Six Sigma into its operations
(Henderson & Evans, 2000)
1992: Development of balanced
scorecards (Kaplan & Norton, 1992)
1999: The release of Grammar of
Graphics, a set of rules for data
visualisation
2000: Popularisation of dashboards
(Marcus, 2006)
Sixth Period: Analytics 2000s 2004: A paper from Google’s Dean
and Ghemawat (2004) details
MapReduce, a programming
paradigm for big data
2004: Launch of Facebook (Twitter
launches in 2006)
2007: Development of NoSQL
databases (Driscoll, 2012)
2001: The release of the Natural
Language Toolkit in Python, helping
popularise text mining
2008: Publication of Anderson’s The
End of Theory
2010: The first Kaggle competition
(Yang, 2010)
2005: eBay buy shopping.com,
illustrating the importance of
recommendation agents (Xiao &
Benbasat, 2007)
2013: Visualisation software vendor
Tableau is valued at $2bil after two
days on the stock exchange (Cook,
2013)
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dhe cash-strapped governments of Europe and North America. In the
K the newly elected Labour government, seeking to increase the
ize of the public sector, engaged Blackett and colleagues to utilise
R/MS in a succession of new industries such as steel and coalmining
Kirby, 2003; Ormerod, 1999). Althoughmostly regarded in the UK as
smorgasbord of techniques from a variety of approaches, in the US a
ormulisation of the methodologies occurred and by the 1960s many
f OR/MS’ principal techniques were established (Kirby, 2003).
The second period also saw an explosion of innovation in com-
uting, what Ceruzzi (1999, p. 13) describes as the “advent of com-
ercial computing”. The list of innovations in the period include the
on Neumann architecture (the division of processing and storage
emory), the conceptualisation of FORTRAN and COBAL (the first
igher-level programming languages), corememory, and the UNIVAComputer (Aspray, 1990; Pugh, 1984). Arguably it was the latter of
hese which had the greatest public impact by successfully predict-
ng the 1952 US presidential election (Ceruzzi, 1999). The reaction to
his was a major public relations coup for the burgeoning comput-
ng industry. Indeed there are many parallels with the reporting of
ate Silver successfully predicting the 2012 election, and the positive
ttention it has brought to analytics (e.g. Thaler, 2012).
Developments in decision making were more limited, though the
eriod did see the formalisation of the disciplines of behavioural sci-
nce and ergonomics (Senn, 1966; Waterson, 2011). However, the
ore significant aspects of the period were in the commercial appli-
ations of computers and OR/MS, capitalising upon the appetite for
more scientific methodology to business and decision making by
emonstrating the actual benefits this can bring.
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b4.3. The third period: Management information systems
(mid-1960s–mid-1970s)
Whilst the computers of the previous period had demonstrated
the potential value of such machines in business, their actual disper-
sion was far more limited. For example, only 19 UNIVAC computers,
the most famous of the period, were sold between 1951 and 1954,
in what was effectively the machine’s heyday (Ceruzzi, 1999). It was
not until the mid-1960s that computers became accessible to many
more businesses. In particular IBM’s System/360, so named due to its
targeting of “the full circle of customers, from business to science”
Ceruzzi (1999, p. 144). Alongside mainframe computers, the period
saw the introduction of mini-computers where new efficiencies in
storage and logic, combined with a low retail price, generated sig-
nificant sales across many industries (Ceruzzi, 1999). The growth in
computing had strong influence on the application of these meth-
ods. One specific example is the development of the RASCEL com-
puter, designed to implement stochastic methods which until this
point were too time and resource consuming for practical application
in business (Esch, 1969). Indeed many of the OR/MS practices such
as simulation were particularly boosted by the advent of the com-
puter programs and increased processing power of the age (Ormerod,
1999).
The period saw many developments in academia, with the in-
ception of the University of Minnesota‘s influential MIS department
and the first UK OR/MS master’s degree at Lancaster University. The
decision making aspect of the paradigm also came to prominence,
with research conducted at the Carnegie Institute of Technology and
MIT, and publications from Simon (1965) and Anthony (1965) par-
ticularly influential (Power, 2007). Alongside this more general work
into the interface between ‘man-and-machine’, notable research was
published by Scott Morton (1969) and Ferguson and Jones (1969)
into how practical system can be devised that would better support
decision making.
It was this work (in the main) that provided the stimulus for the
transition from this period into the next. Whilst these significant de-
velopments in both hardware and software made information sys-
tems and data far more pervasive and integrated into businesses,
there was still a gap between the potential of the systems and their
realised value to quantitative analysts and decision makers. It was
attempts to address this gap that provided the catalyst for the start of
the next period.
4.4. The fourth period: Decision support systems
(mid-1970s–late-1980s)
As discussed in the previous section the fourth period was char-
acterised by a desire to increase the usability of MIS and to further
integrate computers into business processes and decision making.
This was manifest in two new applications of computing technolo-
gies: expert systems and decision support systems (DSS).Whilst both
of the systems had essentially the same goal, to assist decision mak-
ers and improve the efficacy of their decisions, how they sought to
achieve this was fundamentally different. Expert systems sought to
guide the user to a suggested action, dependent on the specific cir-
cumstances of the situation, whilst DSS provided more general de-
cision support, displaying the relevant data or model results to do
this (Nelson Ford, 1985). Critically, however, another similarity be-
tween the two was that both sought to combine the three categories
of the paradigm. Computer technologies underpinned the systems;
quantitative methods were used in the algorithms and models which
analysed the data; and finally graphical user interfaces (GUIs), influ-
enced by the growing work in disciplines associated with decision
making, were designed to maximise accessibility and the influence of
the systems.As such, this movement can be characterised as a convergent pe-
iod, whereby developments in technology, quantitative methods, and
ecision making were sought to be consolidated into single systems,
aximising the impact of each. As an example by the end of the pe-
iod many of the leading OR/MS groups began to publish computing-
elated journals: the Operations Research Society of America (ORSA)
ith the Journal of Computing; the Institute of Management Sciences
TIMS) with Information Systems Research; and the OR Society began
ublishing the European Journal of Information Systems. The period
lso saw the emergence of human–computer interaction (HCI) as
oth a term and a specific area of academic research, emphasising
he overlap of technology and decision making in the paradigm (e.g.
ard, Moran, & Newell, 1983).
However, that is not to say that all commentators were entirely
nited on the subject. Echoing the earlier discussion about distinc-
ions between BI and analytics, controversies occurred as to whether
SS was a subset of MIS (Davis, 1982), its evolution, or “just an-
ther buzzword to justify the next round of visits from the vendors”
Sprague, 1980, p. 1). In parts of the OR/MS community the period
oo saw disagreement about the influence of the ‘softer’ side of the
aradigm (decision making) on its methods and models. Firstly the
eriod saw the emergence of MCDA, and related approaches such
s Analytic Hierarchy Process (Saaty, 1980), methods that framed
roblems as a combination of “a set of objectively defined alterna-
ives and a set of subjectively defined criteria” (Buchanan, Henig,
Henig, 1998, p. 334). Elsewhere, attempts were made to cre-
te solutions to “wicked” problems (Churchman, 1967); problems
hich are harder to structure and define due to conflicting perspec-
ives amongst relevant stakeholders. This led to the development
f the soft systems methodology (Checkland, 1981) and strategic
ptions development and analysis (Ackerman & Eden, 2010). How-
ver, these methods were more qualitative in their approach, lead-
ng to some degree of polarisation in the OR/MS community as to
hether such “soft” methods were appropriate to the discipline;
hat Dando and Bennett (1981, p. 91) would describe as a “Kuhnian
risis”.
In summary, perhaps the most significant contribution of the pe-
iod was to highlight the growing levels of interconnectivity and in-
erdependency across the paradigm. Firstly this can be considered
conscious effort by researchers such as Keen and Scott-Morton to
nify such disciplines, but also this is visible in the ripple effects that
he growing influence decision making disciplines had on both tech-
ological and quantitative disciplines.
.5. The fifth period: Business intelligence (late-1980s–mid-2000s)
One of the main catalysts for the start of the fifth period came
rom an unexpected source: the supermarkets. Whilst barcode scan-
ers had been first introduced in 1973, there had been a rela-
ively slow uptake in US supermarkets. However, by 1985, 29 per-
ent had installed the technology (Basker, 2012). A by-product
as the availability of vast amounts of transactional data for re-
ailers and brands. In particular, US consumer goods giant Proc-
or & Gamble, in conjunction with Metaphor Computer Systems,
ere instrumental in demonstrating the value and the methodol-
gy of a new form of architecture (Nylund, 1999). The architec-
ure amalgamated existing DSS, databases, market research, and the
ransactional data collected at the supermarket tills into new data
arehouses.
However, increased data volumes not only presented techno-
ogical challenges, but also stimulated demand for new quantita-
ive and decision making approaches. The discipline of data min-
ng attained both credibility and momentum, primarily due to
he challenges created by the comparatively large datasets that
ecame available in the period. Through combining statistics,
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sQL, and machine learning, data mining grew to offer credible and
ffective solutions. Similarly the period saw the development of
ashboards. Whilst these were still essentially GUIs, in contrast
ith the first DSS, these dashboards were pre-populated with key
erformance indicators (KPIs) designed to speedily convey the crit-
cal measures of business performance (Few, 2006). The use of
uch metrics as management tools had become popularised by
aplan and Norton’s (1992) balanced scorecard. Through a combi-
ation of this framework and dashboard technologies, the period
reated something of a culture of management by metrics whereby
PIs determined everything from staff bonuses to strategic and op-
rational decision making (Beatham, Anumba, Thorpe, & Hedges,
004).
In summary, the BI period was most notable for the introduc-
ion of new architectures and procedures which made the storage,
anagement and delivery of data within the organisation far more
fficient and consistent. Much of the catalyst for this was the signif-
cant increases of data available at the start of the period. However,
he development of the internet during the period, would, by the
tart of the next, produce an influx of data the scale of which was
ncomparable.
.6. The sixth period: Analytics (mid-2000s – present day)
Analytics as a term can be traced back to Aristotle and his work
n deductive reasoning (Malnik, 2012). In business, the term is first
sed around 2000 (e.g. Whiting, 2000), and in the context of BI soft-
are. The first academic article identified in this research explicitly
iscussing the subject is from 2002. In this article Kohavi et al. (2002)
ighlight five particular drivers: “verticalization” (the creation of be-
poke software formore industries); increased accessibility ofmodels
o different business users; analysis tools better integrated into infor-
ation systems; cross-functional usage in different business ‘silos’;
nd uses in performancemanagement. However they also specifically
cknowledge anothermajor factor, the growing amounts of data. Sim-
larly, Davenport and Harris (2007, p. 11) cite key catalysts as the fact
here is far more business data available than ever before and “a new
eneration of technically literate executives – the first to grow up
ith computers”.
The growth in data, a key factor as indicated above, is mostly at-
ributable to the ubiquitousness of the internet in the new period.
his has had significant ramifications for businesses in terms of data-
vailability including data from competitors, customers, the general
ublic (through social networks and user-generated content), ma-
hines and products (the ‘internet of things’), and in the business
tself. This data is of such scale as to limit the application of BI archi-
ecture and relational databases (Stonebraker et al., 2007), creating
demand for new technologies and architectures. Most notable is
erhaps Hadoop, a distributed file system (DFS), designed to store,
rocess and analyse such data, but also includes NoSQL and NewSQL
atabases (Cattell, 2010); the proliferation of cloud computing; and
PI-streams from data-rich sites such as Facebook and Twitter. In
hort, there has been a completely new ecosystem of businesses,
echnologies and cottage industries built to tackle the challenges
f big data (see Feinleib (2012) for a visual representation of this
cosystem).
As mentioned, data scale and complexity has also created chal-
enges for quantitative analysts, and indeed ideological debates.
he prevalence of unstructured data (mostly from online sources)
as led to further developments in text mining, network anal-
sis and natural language processing. Whilst this led to consid-
rable advancements, in the main it employed traditional scien-
ific methodologies. However, the challenges and opportunitiesresented by working with the extremely large datasets of the pe-
iod has led to new approaches, which led Anderson (2008) to claim
hat the ‘scientific method’ is “obsolete”. He argues that as opposed
o the deductive approach of hypothesis testing, the new big datasets
equire an inductive approach where correlations are the key to the
rocess:
“This is a world where massive amounts of data and applied math-
ematics replace every other tool that might be brought to bear [ . . . ]
Who knows why people do what they do? The point is they do
it, and we can track and measure it with unprecedented fidelity.
With enough data, the numbers speak for themselves.” (Anderson,
2008).
Undoubtedly analysis of big data may lend itself more to induc-
ive approaches than model building, which invariably seeks to re-
uce data in the interest of model performance and parsimony (Pidd,
999). However, the demise of the scientific methodology may be
omewhat exaggerated, as argued in the many ripostes to the article
e.g. Dyson et al., 2008; Granville, 2013). Obviously correlation de-
ends on linearity, and also the adage that correlation does not mean
ausality is an important concern. Whilst correlations in big datasets
re a valid and growing approach to analysis in the period, in many
cenarios a deeper analysis will be more fruitful and appropriate to
he problem.
Decision making maintains equal prominence in the period, with
ata visualisation attracting much attention and influence in par-
icular. Secondly, there have been many efforts to provide decision
upport and automation in ‘real-time’ (e.g. Davenport & Harris, 2007;
iedermann, Radeschütz, & Mitschang, 2011). Critical to this is the
vailability of technology, and specifically processing power. Another
ey influence has been the effectiveness of search engines in recom-
ending results for users, and the success of product recommenda-
ion agents onwebsites. As a natural extension of this businesses have
ought to provide real-time recommendations for employees such as
psell opportunities and customer churn identification. The result
f such initiatives is to provide fast, accurate and useful informa-
ion, improving the speed and precision of decision making (Panian,
008).
In summary, the sixth and current period has seen new changes to
he dianoetic management paradigm, particularly in the form of new
ata architectures andprocessing techniques in response to the abun-
ance of data available. The availability of both the data, and the tools
hat complement it, have had significant impact on decision mak-
rs, the demands of businesses for new and further reaching forms
f analysis, and indeed the central methodology of the paradigm
tself.
. The parallel histories of the paradigm
The history presented in this analysis charts the development of
ianoetic management from time-and-motion studies and basic cal-
ulators a century ago, through to the computerised models of the
odern age that are automating millions of decisions every second.
hese changes are evident not only in the physical evolution of the
aradigm, the technologies and mathematical models that are used,
ut also in attitudes to how businesses should bemanaged. The use of
hese methods has extended far beyond the factories of Ford and the
attlefields of the world wars, into doctor’s surgeries, design studios,
ports arenas and beyond.
The most obvious and apparent area of growth has been in com-
uting, data processing and telecommunications, with manymodern
obile phones boasting 64,000 times the memory of a typical in-
tallation of IBM’s ground breaking System/360 of the 1960s. The
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sgrowing amounts of data now available is matched by the growing
ability to store, process and analyse vast quantities at ever increasing
speeds. Taylor’s original calculations, based on sampling the activi-
ties of a handful of workers, are in stark contrast to the data-intensive
operations of search engines, where simple queries can involve it-
erating over billions of data-points. Similar progress has been made
towards better understanding the decision making process and the
effective communication of information. The various disciplines that
act both as components and informants of analytics have individually
been developing over this period, as has been widely documented
(e.g. Ceruzzi, 1999; Kirby, 2003). However, through considering the
development of eachdiscipline simultaneously someof the important
interactions and ‘ripple-effects’ between them can be captured.
As such this represents our study’s first significant contribu-
tion. Regarding these histories collectively a clear evolution can
be seen, with the paradigm growing in both sophistication and
in influence. It has been demonstrated that this evolution goes
beyond the ‘sum-of-its-parts’; as new innovations resonate be-
tween each discipline then new applications and opportunities
have been exploited and even greater impact achieved. For ex-
ample, presented in the form of the analysis above, a clear cor-
relation is shown between the growth of ‘soft OR’ in the 1970s
coinciding with the similar growth in influence of many of the
‘softer’ decision making disciplines and methods into information
systems and computer science (e.g. the popularisation of DSS and
human–computer interaction). Similar synergies can be seen be-
tween the availability of big data, the popularisation of alterna-
tive database systems (e.g. NoSQL), and indeed the quantitative
methods that Anderson (2008) argues are changing the scientific
methodology.
The ripple effects of innovations and influences offer new insights
as to the nature of the relationship between the disciplines involved
in the paradigm.Whilst each has clear and significant differences, and
its own academic tradition and history, equally they are intertwined
within an ecosystem. As with any ecosystem, the tendency is to re-
vert to type and maintain its usual practice (its process of “normal
science” in Kuhnian terminology). When this is disrupted through
new ideas, innovations, and methodologies, the system will seek to
adapt and find a new equilibrium, described as a succession in biolog-
ical ecosystems. This succession is likely to resemble previous states,
however, if the scale of the disruption is significant, it is likely to
produce significant changes to the ecosystem.
In discussing analytics we are therefore discussing the current
period of the dianoetic management paradigm and the ecosystem
in its current state of equilibrium after the initial disruption of big
data and the other factors that marked the beginning of the analytics
period. As such we may choose to define “analytics” as simply the
most recent andmost evolvedmoment in the history of the paradigm,
and the current state of the ecosystem the underlying disciplines co-
inhabit.
However, to view the development of the paradigm purely as a
straight-line evolution means that the periodization of this history is
either irrelevant or solely a convenience serving to carve up this his-
tory into more manageable chunks. This conclusion, however, does
not seem to fit the data. Of the periods identified a clear case can
be made that each displays particular characteristics; are marked by
new ideological, methodological and/or technical innovations; and
moreover have their own preoccupations and causes. In other words,
whilst we conceptualise this research as detailing the development of
a single paradigm, to more completely describe this history our con-
ceptualisation must also incorporate the separate periods and their
individual characteristics.
This conclusion confirms that periodization is not only the
product of theory, but it is also a producer of theory (Green,
1995). In what can be considered as the second significantontribution of the research, this facet allows us to generate
new and more satisfactory theory of the relationships be-
ween disciplines such as OR/MS and information systems; peri-
ds such as analytics and BI; and of the overall dianoetic man-
gement paradigm. Whilst many have sought to develop tax-
nomies that categorise concepts such as MIS, DSS, BI and an-
lytics into super- and subsets, in this theoretical framework
uch distinctions are in effect not of hierarchy, orientation or
ethodology but rather they are of chronology. In other words
he question is not what differences there are between each, but
hat concerns, technologies, practices and environmental con-
exts are prevalent in their time period. Concerns about dis-
inguishing and defining each is more a preoccupation of ven-
ors and academic communities; as Theodore Levitt infamously
bserved “people don’t want to buy a quarter-inch drill. They
ant a quarter-inch hole” (Christensen, Cook, & Hall, 2005,
. 74).
Similarly this gives a new perspective on the differences between
hese periods and the associated quantitative, technological or decision
aking disciplines shown in Fig. 1. Analytics effectively represents a
napshot in time of the overall ecosystem within which they each
o-exist. On the other hand a discipline such as OR/MS represents
oth a well-established, independent and resilient area of study and
ractice, which yet also contributes to the dianoetic management
aradigm.
To summarise we consider the history charted in this research
o be of the whole (the overall paradigm) and simultaneously its
ub-sections (each period). This history runs in parallel with the his-
ories of the related technological, quantitative and decision making
isciplines from which it draws. The two contributions discussed
hus far afford a greater understanding of what analytics actually
s, and how it relates to a discipline such as OR/MS. Accordingly
his answers the first research question of the study. However, the
econd, ascertaining how OR/MS should react to analytics remains
nanswered and will be the subject of the next section of this
tudy.
. Implications for OR/MS
The previous section has offered new insight and perspective
hrough considering the history of OR/MS concurrently with the his-
ories of the many other disciplines involved in the paradigm. This
hared history not only informs our understanding of how periods
uch as analytics and business intelligence, develop, but also can be
sed to infer new insights into the relationship between OR/MS and
nalytics, and therefore how the OR/MS community should react to
ts development.
Whilst the technological, quantitative and decision making disci-
lines associated with the dianoetic management paradigm interact,
nd notable ripple-effects have been identified between each, within
he paradigm itself this is all the more prevalent. In a reciprocal rela-
ionship, new techniques and innovations developed in the concur-
ent histories of its related discipline are absorbed and incorporated
nto the paradigm. This, in return, affords greater attention and reach
nto thewider business community for their parent disciplines. These
elationships are demonstrated in Fig. 2.
The structure of the ecosystem not only gives us insight into
ow we may distinguish the different disciplines and the peri-
ds of the dianoetic management paradigm, but also into the re-
ationship between disciplines such as OR/MS and the others in
he ecosystem; relationships which can be both co-operative and
ompetitive. The consequences of this give some indication as
o the likely impact of further engagement with analytics may
ave for the academic OR/MS community. This will be demon-
trated by discussing the probable implications of the two extreme
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Fig. 2. The concurrent histories of the paradigm, periods and related disciplines.
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tositions that theOR/MS communitymay take in respect to analytics:
he isolationist approach and the faddist approach.
.1. The isolationist approach
One option available to the OR/MS community is to distance itself
rom the overall paradigm. Instead of seeking to engage with each
ew period or the paradigm as a whole OR/MS can instead focus
n best serving its current academic and practitioner communities.
n additional benefit of such an approach is to distance the discipline
rom the uncertainty and hype that is associatedwith the faster paced
evelopments of the paradigm. However, the trade-off is that the
verall reach of the discipline is potentially diminished. As indicated
n Fig. 2, disciplines have their own direct customers whowill seek to
tilise theirmethods directly. In the public sector, manufacturing and
ransportation industries (tonamebut a few) theOR/MSmethodology
s relatively well-known and well-used, employing specialist teams
nd OR/MS consultants alike. However, the number of industries and
usinesses of which this is true is dwarfed by the number that could
enefit from the methods of the discipline. A policy of ignoring both
he paradigm and its periods seriously limits the access of OR/MS to
he greater numbers of potential customers in the wider ecosystem.
A similar, more moderate approach may be to seek to separate
aradigm and period. The paradigm has drawn upon research, in-
ovations and methodologies from across a spectrum of technolog-
cal, quantitative and decision making disciplines, of which OR/MS
as had a clear, prominent and substantial role. However, does that
ean that OR/MS should engage in each of the periods? If the
aradigm will continue, and a new period is inevitably around the
orner, is it necessary to engage in debate and research into an in-
ividual period such as analytics? Irrespective of the appeal suchn approach may have, in reality separating the paradigm from its
eriods is not so straightforward. The current period is the current
ncarnation of the paradigm and even if not all of its trends and char-
cteristics resonate entirely with the core concepts of the OR/MS
iscipline, as concerns of the wider business community they re-
ain relevancy. Whilst each period inevitably gives way to the next,
he progresses associated with it continue and are built upon as the
aradigm evolves.
Ultimately OR/MS is in competition with many other disciplines
or the attention of business users (customers), both now and in the
uture. Whilst this may seem counter-intuitive to the argument that
hese disciplines are sharing the same ecosystem, and the recipro-
al relationships this entails, the organisms in biological ecosystems
ompete for natural resources, and with varying degrees of success.
o ignore this fact could have highly detrimental results for OR/MS.
he devotion the deities of ancient Egypt, Greece and Rome once re-
eived did not prevent their decline; a religionwithout followers soon
ecomes a footnote in history.
.2. The faddist approach
Theopposite to the isolationist approachof completedisassociation
ouldbeapolicyofhighengagement andconvergencewithanalytics.
his would likely take the form of reinventing the discipline to adopt
he new aspects and technologies of the period and renaming many
f its societies and publications. Accordingly the problems associated
ith the former are reversed; by pushing the connectionwith analyt-
cs, OR/MS could increase its exposure and reach to the considerably
reater number of customers in the ecosystem as a whole.
However, there are equally dangers with this approach. Whilst
he concerns of the wider ecosystem should therefore have clear
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srelevancy for both the academic and practitioner OR/MS commu-
nities, this does not mean that the discipline is, or should be, entirely
subsumed by analytics, or that it should seek to entirely reinvent it-
self. By default the model necessitates that eventually each period
will give way to the next, and the concerns, preoccupations and the
terminology will again move on. To have engaged in a complete rein-
vention can lock the discipline with a moment in time likely to soon
be seen as dated and detached from future periods and their principal
concerns.
6.3. Towards a balanced response to analytics
Both of these approaches have clear benefits, however, each too
carry risks or reduce the potential value business interest in analytics
may generate. Aswithmany such situations, the answer probably lies
somewhere in the middle. It is important for the OR/MS community
to engage with both the paradigm as a whole, and also the current
period of analytics, in order to maximise its reach and ensure its rele-
vancy to businesses, practitioners, academics and students. However,
it is also important for OR/MS to maintain its distinctiveness and
unique selling points so to enjoy longevity and the continued sup-
port of its direct customers. Consequentially, a balanced approach is
recommended that can both highlight the many qualities and suc-
cesses of the discipline, as well as engaging with the new concerns of
analytics and the wider ecosystem.
This recommendation not only provides an answer to our sec-
ond research question, how the OR/MS community should react to
the growth of analytics, but also represents the third contribution of
this research. An appreciation of the reciprocal relationship between
OR/MS and the paradigm re-enforces the need to promote interdisci-
plinary research and training to the OR/MS community, and to seek to
encourage new debate and engagement across the paradigm’s busi-
ness users. This insight would go beyond the concerns of the current
period (analytics) into whatever direction the paradigm next goes.
Such an approach, however, needs to be enacted across the breadth
of the OR/MS community and therefore the lack of academic research
is a concern that needs to be addressed. This paper will conclude by
suggesting some specific research themes, thus answering the third
question: what directions can be suggested that may unite OR/MS
and analytics.
7. A research agenda for OR/MS in the analytics age
As discussed in the previous section, research into analytics should
seek to both incorporate the unique aspects of the OR/MS discipline,
as well as the innovations, concerns and characteristics of the ana-
lytics period. To this end, and in order to answer the third research
question, five areas of innovation and key developments associated
with analytics are suggested as the starting point for future OR/MS
research. These areas, by no means comprises an exhaustive list, are:
big data, new data architectures, unstructured data, real-time analytics,
and data visualisation.
7.1. Leveraging big data volumes
One of the most noted aspects of the analytics age has been the
growth in data volume, and in the size of datasets. The latter repre-
sented a significant challenge for both the technologies, discussed in
the next section, and also the quantitative methods used. One such
implication surrounds the use of statistical significance in very large
datasets. Whilst a pressing concern traditionally has been collect-
ing enough data to find significant effects, in very large datasets
the opposite can be of issue: almost every relationship can be mea-
sured as significant at the 5 percent level. Further research and de-
bate should be encouraged in the wider quantitative communitys to what methods can be used for hypothesis testing and model
alidation in such datasets.
Secondly, and more specifically, the use of big data has significant
mplications for many of the typical models used in OR/MS practice.
raditionally in suchmodels simplicityhasbeenadvocated (e.g.Ward,
989), which is not necessarily concordant with using the vast, var-
ed and complex datasets becoming available in the analytics period.
o some this may present something of a Catch-22: either abandon
ertain key principals of OR/MS modelling or ignore the potential
enefits that big data may bring. However, some practitioner exam-
les are emerging of the use of optimisation techniques in big data
e.g. FICO, 2013). Future research of this kind, or into the limitations
nd applications of optimisation and other OR/MS techniques to such
atasets should be strongly encouraged.
A third possibility is to explore the use of dimension-reduction
echniques such as singular value decomposition (SVD), principal
omponent analysis (PCA) or kernel-based methods to transform or
eparate big datasets prior to their use in OR/MS models. Finally, a
ourth direction could be to investigate the possibility that OR/MS
odels could in fact be the producers of big data. Large-scale simula-
ionmodels for example often produce large volumes of experimental
esults which have traditionally only been considered in aggregate.
ining such datasets could well provide new and actionable insights
or businesses.
.2. Utilising new data architectures
Often synonymous with the subject of big data are the new types
f databases, techniques and architectures popularised in the pe-
iod such as NoSQL, Massively Parallel Processing (MPP) and Hadoop.
hilst in the main such systems are at the more technological end
f the spectrum than usually inhabited by OR/MS, that is not to say
hey are without relevance. As these systems grow in usage in the
ider community, or even become de facto, so too does the need
o demonstrate how OR/MS applications can be aligned with this
rchitecture.
Whilst examples of data mining and machine learning algorithms
pplied within distributed systems are numerous (e.g. Zaki & Ho,
000), no academic literature on the application of OR/MS methods
ithin these new architectures was found. Providing case-studies
nd reports of experimentation which explore these opportunities is
ecommended. Such studies can inform the community about these
ools, as well as demonstrate their potential benefits and growing
rominence.
.3. Incorporating unstructured data
As discussed, data in the analytics period has not only been char-
cterised by its unprecedented scale, but also its variety. In particular,
his is due to the proliferation of online user-generated content (e.g.
logs, online customer reviews and “tweets”) which can be used for
wide range of tasks such as customer research, epidemiology, secu-
ity, and risk-analysis. The overarching value inherent in this data lies
n the fact that much of it provides highly immediate and uncensored
ccess to the activities, views and interactions of ordinary people.
he implications of such access are significant in understanding how
ocial systems work, how information passes through networks and
ommunities, and to predict future events significantly earlier than
ith traditional data types.
Data of this kind could clearly add additional value in a vari-
ty of OR/MS models including simulation, systems dynamics, sup-
ly chain management, logistics, and forecasting. As such a vari-
ty of research directions in this area should be encouraged: how
uch data is pre-processed (again dimension-reduction is likely to be
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tecessary due to the sparsity of text and multimedia datasets); how
uch data can be used effectively in OR/MS models; and case stud-
es demonstrating and/or promoting the use of such data in OR/MS
pplications.
.4. Streaming data and real-time analytics
An additional consequence of the explosion of online data is that
any valuable sources of data are now available online, via appli-
ation programming interfaces (APIs) or file transfer protocol (FTP)
rom external websites. This, in combination with ever increasing
omputer processing power, has significant implications for mod-
lling as it effectively can allow some data collection and processing
o occur in close to real-time and ‘streams’ of data to flow intomodels
utonomously. Meanwhile, real-time applications of OR/MS are rela-
ively prominent in the literature. Examples can be found in various
reas including:
• Optimisation (Diehla et al., 2002; Powell, Marar, Gelfand, & Bow-
ers, 2002; Seguin, Potvin, Gendreau, Crainic, & Marcotte, 1997).
• Simulation (Better, Glover, & Laguna, 2007; Bruzzone & Giribone,
1998; Davis & Jones, 1988).
• Logistics & Scheduling (Durbin & Hoffman, 2008; Giaglis, Minis,
Tatarakis, & Zeimpekis, 2004;Seguin et al., 1997).
• Stochastic Modelling (Davis & Jones, 1988; Sand & Engell, 2004).
Clearly this demonstrates that such research is indeed being gen-
rated, and has been for nearly thirty years. Further research may
eek to promote this area and bring it to the attention of the wider
ommunity, through case studies and/or literature review(s).
.5. Visualising data
Data visualisation has become one of the main ‘buzzwords’ of the
nalytics age, but, as the valuation of Tableau (one of the main soft-
are vendors) at $2billion dollars just two days after its initial public
ffering on the stock market (Cook, 2013) indicates, there has been
ore to this than just hype. Visualisation is again not necessarily new
o the period (Friendly, 2005), but is becoming an area of significant
rowth partly due to the ability to display visuals on interactive inter-
et browsers, allowing increased distribution and increased power.
he potential of these techniques and technologies as tools for effec-
ive communication, to increase the impact of analytical findings, and
ven as an analysis tool in their own right, has been widely acknowl-
dged in the ecosystem at large.
OR/MS, as a discipline closely focused on decision making, can
ee genuine benefits from visualisation such as improving the ease of
odel validation and increased buy-in from stakeholders. Methods
uch as simulation have long utilised graphical displays for these
urposes (Hurrion, 1976) and whilst there has been research into
heir design and use (e.g. Belton & Elder, 1994), further studies into
est practices, in particular with respect to recent visualisation work
hould be encouraged. Similarly, research into the use of visualisation
echniques across the breadth of OR/MS methods, both in theory and
ractice, may again offer new opportunities for the discipline, and
lso increase awareness amongst OR/MS professionals as well as the
ider community.
.6. OR/MS and the wider ecosystem
Although not directly linked to OR/MS and analytics, the impli-
ation of positioning OR/MS as a constituent member of a wider
cosystem that includes many related disciplines sharing similaroals and concerns equally suggests future work. The main implica-
ion of this representation is that, from a business perspective at least,
t is in combination that the disciplines can have greater impact and
nfluence. Consequently one of themajor recommendationswould be
o encourage future collaborative research between these disciplines,
esearchwhich could bemutually beneficial for the wider ecosystem,
nd the prominence, effectiveness and impact of the OR/MSmethod-
logy.
One opportunity would be to expand the work started here into
more comprehensive history of the overall ecosystem, particularly
n expanding the scope beyond the 100 years explored in this study.
econdly, studies into how the disruptions and ripple effects spread
hrough the ecosystem and how new successions are reached, may
hed further light on this phenomenon, as well as inform the disci-
lines on how to better manage and react to innovations emerging
rom related disciplines. Thirdly, studies could also focus on the actual
rocess of academic collaboration between these disciplines,with the
urpose of identifying barriers and critical success factors, and devel-
ping best practice guidelines. Throughwork such as this, and indeed
ther opportunities may be identified, a greater understanding of the
aradigm as a whole can be reached, an understanding that can help
hape the future of the ecosystem rather than simply exploiting the
urrent opportunities it offers.
. Conclusion
This paper has reviewed the existing literature concerning analyt-
cs, OR/MS, and their relationship; debated some of the reasons why
uch researchhasbeen so limited; andalso someof thebroader issues,
nnovations and implications across a spectrum of disciplines which
o-inhabit the same ecosystem. This history has beenpresented as the
aradigmof dianoeticmanagement, defined as the use of technological,
uantitativemethods, and decisionmaking techniques in order tomake
usiness decisions based on data and analyses rather than solely on
ntuition. The history of this paradigm has been presented as a series
f periods, each of which have unique characteristics, whilst simul-
aneously being part of an overall evolution. Using the themes that
re particularly prevalent in the analytics period, examples of pos-
ible research directions for the OR/MS community have also been
resented.
Above all the analysis demonstrates that OR/MS does not exist
ntirely in isolation; the community must embrace and engage with
he wider concerns of the ecosystem and paradigm or risk declining
nto obscurity. With other academic and practitioner communities
ngagingwith analytics and increasing research in these areas, OR/MS
s in danger of being left behind. Whilst arguments may be made that
uch research directions risk diluting the OR/MS ‘brand’, the original
onception of the discipline was to use the most relevant methods
vailable to solve business problems, a tradition such research falls
rmly within.
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